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NoSpamProxy is the 2017 champion of independent
user surveys
In the independent user survey by analyst firm techconsult, NoSpamProxy gets excellent marks and
is crowned as champion in the e-mail security segment.

Paderborn, January 26, 2017 – Net at Work GmbH, manufacturer of the modular
secure e-mail gateway solution NoSpamProxy from Paderborn, announces that
NoSpamProxy has been crowned as champion of the Professional User Rating
Security Solutions 2017 (PUR-S 2017) by the analyst firm techconsult. The
Paderborn software company thus beat out many relevant e-mail security
providers. The independent and vendor-neutral evaluation is based on
comprehensive feedback from active customers and users.
NoSpamProxy wins in terms
of customer reviews

Customer reviews are crucial
The survey design focuses solely on feedback from customers actually using the respective solutions. More than
2,400 detailed user interviews were conducted on eight solution areas for the survey. A total of 670 interviews
were evaluated for the e-mail security sector. 23 of the 45 potential providers identified for Germany had so
many informative customer reviews that they were considered relevant to the market and included in the
analysis.

Net at Work impresses both functionally and technically with NoSpamProxy and as a partner-like provider.
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NoSpamProxy clearly stood out from its sometimes larger and better-known competitors, in terms of evaluating
the solution and technology approach as well as the company as a partner. Thanks to its very good customer
reviews, NoSpamProxy is thus the only German product to receive the top rating as a champion. Only two
companies were honored as champions - neither of which is a major US provider.
“What makes the Professional User Ranking special is the focus on real customer reviews. Rather than abstract,
formal criteria and analyst opinions, what counts here is how well a solution proves itself in the everyday
practice,” says Henrik Gross, Senior Analyst at techconsult. “NoSpamProxy’s very good ranking is based on the
fact that customers and users are all impressed by the product’s performance in everyday use and see Net at
Work as a reliable and innovative partner.”
Customer benefit is all that counts in the end
As a medium-sized provider, Net at Work focuses on impressing with a high-performance product and the best
possible service. For this, Net at Work seeks close cooperation with its customers before and after the acquisition
of the solution. This facilitates the immediate recognition of small and large potentials for improvement in
everyday use. As development takes place entirely in-house in Paderborn, customer requirements and technical
innovations can be incorporated into the product very quickly. An example of this is the extension disclaimer,
which was developed at the request of customers and can be centrally managed with the marketing disclaimer
in the e-mail footer.
“The only thing that really counts for us in the end is the extent to which our products help customers manage
the growing dangers posed by e-mail traffic,” says Uwe Ulbrich, Managing Director of Net at Work, explaining
the corporate principle. “Our work focuses on the topic of e-mail security. This enables us to bring together the
best anti-spam/anti-malware and e-mail specialists, while not getting distracted by other products or areas
needing improvement. We can thus pay attention to the details that make our solutions better for our customers’
everyday use than other products.”
“This award is particularly important to us because it is based on the evaluation of customers and users,” says
Ulbrich, referring to the company’s performance in the Professional User Ranking by techconsult. “Our close and
cooperative dialogue with many customers often brings us very positive feedback about our product, but seeing
how satisfied our customers are of us in the context of an independent comparison to the competition makes us
particularly proud.”
More information on the NoSpamProxy integrated e-mail security suite is available at:
https://www.nospamproxy.de
Interested parties can test NoSpamProxy for free with telephone support at:
https://www.nospamproxy.de/de/produkt/testversion
Summary
The NoSpamProxy e-mail security solution is crowned as champion in the independent user survey conducted by the
analyst firm techconsult. The German product thus beats out many renowned competitors.
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About Net at Work and NoSpamProxy
Founded in 1995, Net at Work GmbH is a software company and systems integrator based in Paderborn. The company’s
founders and shareholders are managing directors Uwe Ulbrich and Frank Carius, who operates www.msxfaq.de, one of the
most renowned websites on the topics of Exchange and Skype for Business. As a software company, Net at Work develops
and markets NoSpamProxy - an integrated gateway solution for secure e-mail. NoSpamProxy provides reliable antimalware/anti-spam features, automated e-mail encryption and a practicable large file transfer on a technical platform.
NoSpamProxy’s modular approach thus guarantees confidential and legally watertight e-mail communication. The Experton
Group sees NoSpamProxy as a product challenger for e-mail and Web collaboration. The more than 1,800 companies who
entrust the security of their e-mail communications to NoSpamProxy include DaimlerBKK, Deutscher Ärzte-Verlag, Hochland,
Komatsu Mining, the Minden-Ravensberg/Lippe municipal data center and SwissLife. Find more information about the
NoSpamProxy e-mail security suite at www.nospamproxy.de.
In terms of service business, Net at Work offers a wide range of solutions relating to IT-based communication and in-house
collaboration focusing particularly on the Microsoft portfolio. As a Microsoft Gold Partner for messaging, communications,
collaboration and content, cloud productivity and application development, Net at Work is a leading system integrator for
Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint and Skype for Business. The experienced team of long-time IT professionals has extensive
know-how in the implementation of individual customer requirements and takes into account the scalability, flexibility and
security of the solution, while complying with the schedule and staying within the budget. Customers thus find competent
contacts for all questions, helping them efficiently and seamlessly integrate modern technologies into proven business
processes. Its customers in the service business include Goldbeck, Miele, the Spiegel Group, the University of Duisburg-Essen
and Wincor Nixdorf, among others. More information about Net at Work and its services is available at
http://www.netatwork.de
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